A non-isothermal bioreactor utilizing immobilized baker's-yeast cells: a study of the effect on invertase activity.
The behaviour of the enzyme invertase, located on the cell wall of baker's-yeast cells and entrapped in a gelatin membrane, was studied under isothermal and non-isothermal conditions. The reaction rate linearly increased with the applied transmembrane temperature gradient, with reference either to the average temperature or to the temperature on the warm side of the catalytic membrane. These results were obtained both when the bioreactor was operated under conditions of closed volumes and when the substrate-containing solutions are recirculated. The mathematical relationships have been elaborated between the temperatures read in the working solutions and those on the two faces of the catalytic membrane. Since the temperature difference across the membrane is smaller than that indicated by the thermocouples, the observed effects are greater than expected. The potential advantages of the use of a non-isothermal bioreactor in processes of industrial interest are discussed.